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FOREWORD

The scope and definition of like products has always been at the heart of World Trade Organization (WTO) jurisprudence relating to Articles I and III of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). It is the core of the fundamental principle of national treatment and its practical operation in international trade regulation. The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) is built upon the same foundations, albeit, national treatment assumes a fundamentally different role of allowing for progressive liberalization. Accordingly, the role and function of likeness is not necessarily the same as in the field of goods. There are differences in the treaty texts. Moreover, and unlike GATT, dispute settlement has not brought about further clarification of the subject. The legal development in the field, some 15 years after the adoption of the new Agreement, is still in its infant stage.

The present book analyses the problem of likeness in the context of services in great depth, based upon the findings in GATT, and further developing the field in light of insights gained in the field of competition law. The different structure of services – short of physical properties and the absence of border measures – requires a new and fresh approach in addressing the goal of securing equal and fair conditions of competition for imported services. The author builds upon insights that the problem should, in the field of services, be addressed mainly in terms of substitution of demand, and that the analysis can be largely based on respective criteria developed in domestic competition law. The approach reflects an increasing transition in international trade regulation from border measures to domestic regulation. It may, in the future, also be of interest and relevant in the field of goods, with a view to achieve an overall coherent approach in the analysis of likeness, both in goods and services. The present thesis offers a substantial and in-depth contribution. It will greatly assist the development of an appropriate doctrine in case law and practice. The book is both highly relevant for theory as well as legal practice.

xvii
FOREWORD

Research and the resulting book evolved while Nicolas Diebold was a research fellow at the Department of Economic Law and the World Trade Institute at the University of Bern, Switzerland, from 2007–2008. His PhD was completed during a subsequent one-year visit at Stanford University Law School, working with Professor Alan Sykes. Nicolas emerged as a meticulous and thoughtful researcher and writer, and discussions with him have been inspiring and a challenge. He was always far ahead in the subject matter and my contribution to debating underlying issues and philosophies was inherently limited to conceptual issues and to linking thoughts to other and comparable regulatory issues. It was a privilege to accompany him in this process. His work will mark a leading contribution to the subject of non-discrimination in the international regulation of services.

Prof. Thomas Cottier
Bern, January 2010
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